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15 Ultimate Tips to improve your
travel photography no end
INTRODUCTION
!

Photography by Esher Beaton, www.estherbeaton.com

The BIG problem of travel photography
You’re heading out on the trip of a lifetime. You know you want to capture as much as
possible of your experience with your camera. You want to bring back images that have
impact. Maybe you’re not interested in all that technology but you do want to come back
from your travels with amazing photos that are full of feeling, art and aesthetics. You know
you will want to capture the feeling and ambiance of a place: the exhilaration of a mountain
top, the smell of the open air markets, the salty tang of the seaside. You want to bring back
those moods and slice-of-life encounters that will become lifelong memories.
But how often has that happened for you? How often have you failed to capture those sights
and sounds? Do the the photos from your last trip look flat and dull? Although your eyes saw
a brilliant sunset, is that what your camera recorded?
My friend Kerry recently came back from China. A highlight of her trip was a rickshaw ride
through the back streets of Beijing. It was night and the streets were lit by lamps and lights
from shop windows. The atmosphere was exciting. She took heaps of pics. But most didn’t
turn out. They were too blurry or she just had the back of the driver’s head in most of them.
There was no time to ask him to stop. “It’s such a pity you can’t see the excitement in the
photos”, she said.
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Another highlight of Kerry’s trip was the food. She was so inspired by “real” Chinese food that
she took many photos to help her remember the exotic colors and unusual combinations. But
once again her photos showed flat colours and indistinct lumps on plates - not at all what she
saw. She complained that she had to snap quickly before the food was eaten. “What could I
have done to make them look more tasty and to capture all the glistening colours and
aromas?” she asked afterwards.
Kerry also described another problem she had. Many times her only chance at a photo, for
example of Tiananmen Square, was through a taxi window, again with no chance to stop.
She wanted to know, “Is there something I could have done ahead of time?”
I told Kerry these are common complaints I hear from people back from their travels. Had
they had a few tips up their sleeve before they headed out, they could have improved their
results 100% or more.

There’s no doubt about it. The biggest problem with photography during your travels is not
having enough time. It could be because you’re with a group and they would be most
inconvenienced by you holding them up while you compose your shot. Or maybe you’ll get a
great perspective from the top of a nearby hill or tower but there’s no time to get there. Or the
action happened so fast it was over before you ever got the camera to your eye.
And there’s another serious obstacle to successful travel photography: how to shoot People,
with a capital P. In your travels you will always come upon people doing interesting things especially people at work. Fishermen hauling in nets at an Italian harbour village, Indian men
drying cloth beside open air vats, a husband-wife pair of oyster farmers - these would lend so
much realism to your travel photos.
Or it could be the head-and-shoulders portrait has more appeal for you, like the serene face
of a monk in prayer, the cheeky smiles of children, or the gnarled face of a tribal chief. How
do you get close enough to capture such authentic real-life portraits? Also, how do you get a
nice group shot at that famous landmark, without your relatives looking stiﬀ and posed?
The answer could be that of a language problem, but most of the time it’s because
photographers are too shy. They are afraid to get close to the action or even close enough for
a nice portrait.
Another dilemma faced by photographers is the equipment. Do you take all your extra lenses,
accessories and tripod, which will certainly improve your results, or do you leave them behind
and take your chances with less?
I know all about these challenges of travel photography because I’ve had them all many times
throughout my 30-year photographic career.
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My Background
I’ve been a professional photographer all that time, starting out as a wildlife photographer for
a National Park service and ending up as an assignment photographer for Australian
Geographic and other magazines. In between those times, I’ve started a stock photo library,
managed a photo agency, freelanced for numerous corporations, published books and
launched exhibitions. Hundreds of my photos have been published as features, essays and
covers in magazines around the world.
And somewhere along the line, I also picked up a degree in Anthropology which has always
kept me interested in native peoples and foreign cultures.
Travel assignments for magazines and books are tough. Editors demand that you convey a
real sense of place. They want photos that get into people’s lives. They want readers of their
magazines to taste the grit on the pages, to see the sweat of a stockman, to feel the fear or a
hunter working in snake-infested tussocks, or to be enchanted by a jewel of a landscape in
some lost corner of a country. They want their readers to
really feel. If a photographer fails to come back with this
and more, she simply doesn’t get an assignment from
that magazine again.
From hard experience of working on assignment in
remote locations, I know the limitations of getting not
just photos, but of creating great photos in limited time
slots, tight deadlines and under impossibly diﬃcult
situations. One thing I’ve learned is how to work fast!
I didn’t start out as a photographer. I worked for the
State Senate in California and was completely wrapped
up in my hobby, birdwatching. Photography never
entered my mind. But once I got to Australia, just
looking at birds through my binoculars wasn't enough.
My husband had bought a lot of camera equipment dutyfree when we were island-hopping our way to Australia. I thought I'd try it out and was thrilled
with how close those birds looked through the telephoto lens. I was hooked. Pretty soon I
adopted all that fancy equipment as mine and my poor hubby hardly got his hands on it
again.
But my photos were atrocious. I really didn't know how to use all that equipment to get
decent results. When I looked for a place to learn I found nothing: no courses, no workshops
- not even books on bird or nature photography. The only course available was a full time
professional course oﬀered through an advanced technical institute. With no other option, I
enrolled and four years later, with certificate in hand, I was fully qualified as a photographer.
But I still didn't know how to get decent shots of birds.
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So while I was working in a university darkroom I would spend every lunchtime and every
weekend out in the bush, down by the creek, or in the forest photographing birds. I remember
one day literally chasing emus around the paddocks trying to get close to them. Eventually I
built up a collection of somewhat reasonable photos of local wildlife. It was this personal
portfolio which gave me the edge over other applicants and I landed a real coup of a job as a
senior photographer for a National Park Service. For the next seven years I documented just
about every species of plant and animal in southeastern Australia that the Service needed for
its publications.
When I went freelance, I started working for many international magazines, including doing
assignments for Australian Geographic. I can honestly say it was due to my self-taught
techniques that got me all the good gigs. That’s how I truly learned the fine art and science of
nature, wildlife and travel photography - not so much from those four years of formal
schooling, but through the hard work of practicing my “hobby”.
Even when I was doing commercial and studio work, I never gave up my passion for the
outdoors. In my corporate work, I specialized in environmental portraiture. I spent all my
holidays traveling and eventually made outdoor photography my full time career. I've traveled
to every state and territory of Australia several times hunting out the best of its nature,
people, landscapes, and wildlife. When I'm not at work I still travel. It's probably due to my
heritage; I grew up on three continents and I guess the travel bug never let go. I like going on
holidays to see my family and they all happen to be overseas. I don't like going anywhere
without my camera and gear. Parting with my long lens is like cutting oﬀ a limb. I've
accumulated a lot of gear over the years - several diﬀerent lighting kits and an assortment of
lenses, tripods and accessories - and I love all of it.

Travelling light, thinking creatively
But here’s the first big secret I’m going to share with you now: I don't always take all that
equipment with me. When I'm not on assignment I travel light. I have to because I can't aﬀord
the excess baggage fee when there's no client paying for it. I travel with gear similar to what
you would use on your holiday: one body, a couple lenses and maybe a flash unit. It's no fun
lugging all that heavy stuﬀ around when you're meant to be enjoying yourself. In fact, I have
even stooped so low as to use my iPhone!
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So now that you're traveling light, what can you do to get your photography to look utterly
amazing? The answer is you have to think laterally. You have to put the emphasis less on
equipment and more on other factors that have equal or even more value. These are things
like: how to work with people, how to work with the weather and the time of day, expanding
your artistic eye, applying some simple rules of composition and learning about light. Some
of these may sound hard but I'm going to give them to you in quick short tips that will be
easy for you to absorb and remember. In fact, you might want to download this PDF onto
your smartphone as a reminder: “Okay, here I am at this location, which one of Esther's tips
would work here?”
Throughout my years of travels I've constantly been seeking ways to make photography
easier, faster and more beautiful. Now I’m passing these hard-learned secrets on to you. Put
a few into practice and you’ll improve your photography 100%. Use all of them and you’ll
come back with dramatically better results that will turn a ho-hum slideshow or album into a
wow experience for your friends and social media contacts.
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#1 Ditch the Tripod
!
Those gorgeous nighttime or evening cityscapes, skylines and other
majestic scenes are usually taken with the camera on a tripod. But
you'll be surprised how many times and in how many situations you
can get super-long exposures without a tripod. This really seems to be
a big secret because I hardly ever see people doing what I'm about to
tell you. Yet it is so simple. Here it is: you press your camera against a
vertical support, something solid like a wall, a tree or street sign. The
best is a doorway. Holding your camera in a vertical position, you place
the bottom of it against the wall. Don't hold it there loosely, but exert
slight pressure against the wall. Then slowly squeeze the shutter
making sure you don't twitch the camera.
An even better variation of this
method is to wedge your camera into
a space that holds it solidly in all
dimensions. In this photo taken in a
dark rainforest under charcoal skies, I
rested my camera on the worn out
stump of a tree fern. Its soft, spongy
interior allowed me to move and
angle the camera very precisely.
To hold your camera steady in a
horizontal position, there are an
infinite number of resting places:
fences, tables, car bodies, even the
shoulder of an obliging friend is better
than nothing at all. Just remember to
exert slight downward pressure to
counteract any vibrations created
when the shutter is fired.
Q. Have you really extended
yourself in looking for objects
around you that could sere as
camera supports?
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#2 Research
!
Great travel photographers do research and reconnaissance before a
trip. First they research locations. If they are planning a trip to Los
Angeles, let's say, and know they want to include beach and surf
scenes, then they might research surf locations, tides, long-range
weather forecasts and read magazines and blogs.
Once on the scene, they will probably
do a drive-by and make notes along
the way as to which are the favored
locations.
Finally, before heading out on the
shoot itself, they will have noted the
times for sunrise, sunset and other
positions of the sun. A great scenic
landscape is almost never the result
of “luck", but of being at the wellresearched place at the wellresearched time. Research itself
generates anticipation and that’s
almost as much fun as the trip itself.
That great traveler Robert Louis
Stevenson said "to travel hopefully is
a better thing than to arrive."
You may not be able to do
reconnaissance (scout a location first)
before you head oﬀ, but what you can
do is substantial research. Read
books and look online at travel and
tourism sites. Study them for two things: to note those features you want to photograph
yourself and to see how other photographers rendered them: the time of day, angle, lens
used, etc. If you can tie these photos to a map, all the better. You’ll know where to position
yourself as soon as you arrive at your destination.
Q. When you browse through travel brochures or online, do you ever take notes?
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#3 Avoid the Cliché
!
We’re usually drawn to visit a place because of the photos we've seen
already. Maybe we were also influenced by friends raving or by some
enticing brochure. But mostly the clincher in getting us to invest in the
trip is seeing a picture of the place.
When you're finally in front of that famous landmark, it's time to think diﬀerently from all
you’ve seen previously. Once when I was at Death Valley, California, I got up before dawn to
drive to a location I had heard about, Zabrieskie Point. Imagine how I felt upon arriving in the
pre-dawn at this desolate location, only to find a dozen photographers lined up on the rim of
the canyon. Years before, one photographer had published a great photo from Zabrieski Point
as the sun was rising over the distant skyline, so today everyone wants to do exactly the
same. Needless to say, I didn't stay but drove on to find my own special scene. You too
should always try to find your own viewpoint.

During my one day at Yosemite Valley I needed to find a new angle so I made the pointy tip of
an evergreen tree touch the edge of El Capitan to create a scene emphasizing contrasting
shapes and tones.
Q. Is there a new perspective or technique you’ve been meaning to try?
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#4 Use oﬀ-centre composition
!
Most people have heard of the rule of thirds. It's an excellent
compositional rule, even though it's been simplified by photographers.
(It's technically the rule of the Golden Mean - but that's for another
lesson.) If you have a single subject, like a person or any object, and
it's not filling the frame, then position it anywhere in the frame except
the centre.
The rule of thirds is a good starting point. This rule says: divide up your frame into thirds
vertically and again into thirds horizontally, like a tick-tack-toe grid (but with only four places
of intersection). Imagine those intersections in the viewfinder. Any one of these four places is
good to anchor your subject there.
But let me be honest. I rarely, rarely think to myself, "I'm going to look for one of these
intersecting points and put my subject on one of them". The truth is, I'll be looking for the
placement that creates an interesting composition. Sometimes it's fun to be a bit risky and
place the subject much closer to the edge. Try it yourself. The rule I prefer to follow is

"anywhere but in the centre". This rule pushes you to come up with your own creativity in
composing your shot. And remember: keep the weight to the bottom of the frame.
Q. Are you willing extend the rule further and place subjects really close to the edge - even
cutting them off?
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#5 Find a high vantage point
!

This is a sure-fire way to create interesting landscapes, whether of
natural scenics, city sprawls, or a single winding street. Getting
elevation means your scene is no longer jammed into a narrow
horizontal band. Instead, it gives the perspective of the whole - you
feel like you're God, perched on his cloud, looking down on the mortals
below. Your viewer too likes being able to see everything.
The experienced travel photographer arrives at a location, let's say a square in Venice, then
immediately scans the surroundings for anything he can climb to get the higher viewpoint. I
would look for exterior staircases and buildings with accessible balconies. In the natural
environment I usually climb trees or at the very least stand on the roof of my car. It's worth
walking to a nearby hill or driving along a few roads that might have access over your scene.
I'm always studying maps looking for the “Lookout” symbol and for roads that dead-end over
river valleys.
I would think nothing
of going into a
restaurant or hotel or
other public access
building and asking if
they would give me
access to an upstairs
window. If there's no
safety or security
issue, many
managers are happy
to comply. In the
photo of Sydney
Harbour I got the
roads authority to give
me exclusive access to the top of the Harbour Bridge. But most of the time such tactics are
not necessary. Usually it's just a case of looking around for anything that's higher and figuring
out how you can get onto it.
Q. Is there a famous event happening during the trip you’re planning? Can you imagine a
high vantage view of this scene?
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#6 Don’t eat breakfast
!
This is my way of saying "be out early in the morning". There are two
times of day when the sun gives you glorious effects-the first two
hours after sunrise and the last two hours before sunset. Any
photographer worth his salt is out at these times. And these times are
usually breakfast and dinner times!
When traveling, I let my companions
or tour leader know that I will be out
taking photos at these times and
make arrangements for a late
breakfast or early dinner. Yes it's sad
not to be with friends and enjoy the
companionship of a meal together, but
in my case I'm often on the job and
not on the holiday per se. For me
getting the photo is top priority and
many is the time I've come back just
after dark as my group is getting up
from the dinner table and the kitchen
has just closed. Maybe that's why I'm
so slim. You'll have to make your own
decisions as to which is more
important for you - the best photo
opportunities versus companionable
meals.
Of course in my own workshops, we organise meals around our shooting schedule and that's
a good reason to go on a tour that caters especially for photographers. Otherwise a good
compromise is to devote just one or two of the mornings to prime time photography and then
share the remaining mornings with family or friends.
Why the morning session instead of the evening one? Because mornings are when waters
are placid and giving oﬀ reflections, and when fog is still hanging around. The evening
sessions have their own style of magic. More people will be around, and dust or haze in the
atmosphere will be heavier and therefore resulting in better sunsets.
Q. Would your travel companion be OK with you missing a couple of meals? Would they
be interested, instead, in packing a picnic and coming with you?
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#7 Photograph people at work
!

Most people on their holidays photograph people. But these are usually
their travel companions - the girlfriend in front of the landmark or the
kids on the ride. They will also take plenty of shots of the landmark
itself - famous buildings with throngs of tourists in front of them or
distant vistas with no people at all. But something these photographers
rarely come home with, yet which really captures the feel of the
destination more than anything else, are the people who live there.
Think about it. What experience
do you seek on holiday? What
memories linger strongest when
you return? It’s the interactions
with people, the ones you met,
the ones who served you, the
ones you observed from a
distance. It's the diﬀerent
cultures and lifestyles that
fascinate us while on tour. What
better encapsulates this than the
people at work? On buses and
trains, in the shops and markets,
on the streets, in the fields, by
the wharves, the variety of jobs
and activities is one of the
richest and most satisfying
subjects to photograph.
You are perfectly within your
rights to photograph people
carrying on public activities in
public places - at least
according to Western laws.
You can adopt one of these two
tactics. You can be a fly on the wall and capture the photo discreetly from a distance without
the subject’s knowledge. Or you can ask for permission and maybe even for a little
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cooperation in posing. Both methods work. What I often do is quietly observe people for a
few minutes. Without them knowing, I frame up and get my camera settings perfect. Then,
without taking the camera from my eye, I just say “hello” to get there attention and snap as
they look up. Afterwards I approach with a big smile and explain what I was doing and show
them the shot. Going to a little eﬀort like this will result in a holiday album that is much more
interesting to your hometown viewers and will help you recall your holidays much more
vividly. People do love photos of other people, but when they're facing the camera - not
showing their backsides?
Q. What job, profession or activity do you want to know more about?
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#8 Spy on people
!
Sometimes you just know that if you let someone know you are taking
their photo it will completely ruin your shot. At these times, it's best to
be sneaky in your picture taking. There are many ways of doing this.
The easiest is to zoom in to a longer focal length. You might even have
to hide behind a tree, pole, or amongst a group of people. Some
photojournalists like to use a wide-angle lens instead and get close,
but it's really hard to hide the camera in this instance. Cartier-Bresson,
the famous photojournalist of the 50’s and known for his "decisive
moment" photos, used to hide his small rangefinder camera under his
jacket with only the lens peeping out.

If quality is not a main consideration, you could do a lot of good but sneaky work with an
iPhone or other smartphone. If you handle it right, they'll think you're just talking on the
phone.
The advantage of the stalking tactic is that you capture the natural moment, no posing or
hamming it up. Your photo is a real slice of life and these can be very moving photos indeed.
Once you've bagged the shot, it's your choice whether to let the subject know you've taken it
or not. You may wish to share the photo or make a small payment, and possibly get
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information about his work or background. If not you can walk away contented with the
photo.
But let me add my personal note on this tactic. I choose to always render people with respect
and aesthetics. If there’s any possibility they would be oﬀended or embarrassed, I don’t take
the photo.
Q. Is there a person whose job or profession is either secretive or too busy for a pause?
How could you be really discreet in taking the photo?
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#9 Ask people to pose
!
People at work love to promote their businesses. Even if not, they still
love to be acknowledged for the role they play in society. Unless there's
some sort of secrecy or privacy issue involved (like the Hungarian
border police who wouldn't let me photograph them), people are happy
to share their lives with you. Even the most jaded employee gets a kick
out of his job when he's being asked to pose for photo. When you ask
people to pose, you increase your chances many times over for a
successful photo.

Posing might involve a number of things. It could mean moving them slightly to be in
where the light is better, or to avoid an obscuring foreground or distracting
background. It could mean being able to feature a product a little better or just
getting a better composition. It usually ends up with the subject looking directly into
the lens-and that's not necessarily a bad thing. It can result in a really engaging
photo, bringing a connection between the viewer and the subject. My editors love this
type of shot because it really engages the reader.
Q. What job or profession piques your interest? Can you imagine this person smiling
engagingly into your lens?
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#10 Put a frame around your
subject
!
Sometimes you've got a subject in mind and no matter what angle or
light you've tried it still lacks a certain oomph. Maybe it's just too small
in the frame or the landscape is too flat in tone. This would be a good
time to enhance the subject by putting a frame around it - not a real
picture frame, but something naturally occurring which can be
positioned around the subject to direct the viewer's eye inward.

Objects that make good frames are gates and fences, tree branches and bushes,
freestanding signs, windows and doorways - just about anything. One photographer I
know frequently uses body parts, like the crook of an elbow. I’ve even held up my
hand with fingers curved in a rough circle, cupped it around the rim of the lens. The
technique works especially well when the frame is darker in tone than the central
subject. Once you've got the hang of it you will probably use this device unendingly
because it's so effective.
Q. What kind of objects can you use to make an impromptu frame?
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#11 Use a wide angle lens
!
A lot of new photographers are uncomfortable with a wide-angle lens.
They're not used to it and don't know what to do with it. On the other
hand, the professional photojournalist would be lost without it, using it
probably 80% of the time.
A wide-angle lens means you have to get close to your subject, sometimes so close as to feel
"in their face". That's probably why most amateurs resist using one. Additionally, most people
haven't yet trained their eyes to "see" the way a wide-angle lens does, therefore don't
recognise a scene that would be rendered to advantage with one.

A wide-angle lens is more than a device to "get it all in" - to capture the full width of the
scene before you. It works best in the other dimension, from front to back, or to put it in
proper photography photographic terms, from foreground to background. A wide-angle lens
is great for rendering your subject clearly, as well as including plenty of the surroundings and keeping it all nice and sharp too.
With a wide angle lens you can easily create “leading lines” which point attention towards
your subject.
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You could use a wide-angle very eﬀectively as a portrait lens in your travels. You could have
your subject stand close to the camera, more than filling the frame and just slightly oﬀ center,
and have another feature like a boat or elephant in the background, and all would be in focus.
I highly recommend you take as wide an angle lens as you can aﬀord because not only is it
so versatile, it’s small and easy to pack.
Q. What is the widest angle lens you have (i.e. shortest focal length)? What is its closest
focusing point?
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#12 Put something in the foreground
!
Sometimes you have the problem where the subject is too small or
insignificant or badly lit. Secret #10 told you to put a frame around by
using a fence, tree branch, etc. But here's another way of handling the
situation. Find a composition where something interesting is
happening in the foreground. You could even pick up an object and
place one into the foreground. Fences, flowers, rocks, a coil of rope will
all add that touch of realism. Because they are in the foreground and
close to the camera they will be clearly defined. All the detail is
preserved as if the viewer could reach out and touch the object.

By the way, the object has to be in focus for this to be eﬀective. If you are at the docks
photographing fishermen, a stack of nets in the foreground adds a lot of flavour to your shot.
The viewer can almost reach out and touch them.
The foreground object then has the additional benefit of leading the eye into the pic - into the
middle ground of your shot where all your action is happening. This setup is most easily
accomplished with a wide-angle lens. See why photojournalists just love them?
Q. If you came across a scene you liked, would you be willing to put a found object into
the foreground?
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#13 Use strong lines
!
Strong lines are diagonal lines, C-shaped curves, S-shaped curves and
radial lines. If you can learn to compose with these lines, you'll
dramatically increase the artistic value of your photos.
Weak lines are horizontal and vertical lines and sometimes circles. If you can avoid using
these lines you also find your photos greatly improved. But there's an exception to the
second part of this rule. Horizontal and vertical lines make your composition static and if this
is your intended result, that's great. Go ahead and use them.
But most of the time we’re looking for ways to make our photos more dynamic, to attract the
eye of the viewer and guide it throughout the frame to points of interest within. Two diagonal
lines that are converging towards each other, like railway tracks disappearing into the
distance, are very powerful are probably the most powerful lines of all.

Q. Have you ever deliberately composed a photo based on lines alone?
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#14 Photograph the details
!
There is a need for the classic postcard shot that says it all, like a
landscape shot. But there is also the need for the opposite - the little
slice-of-life photo, one that gives you just a taste or tease, and leaves
the viewer wanting to see and know more. I call these "elements".
They're very easy to photograph because they are so simple in their subject matter,
yet they are very effective because they speak of the subject with such clarity. Some
examples would be: the cat near the leg of the table, the colourful hat of a Peruvian
peasant, the price placards in markets written in foreign script, displays of open spice
bags and stacks of colourful fruits. Outside of cities, these might be a close-up of a
single leaf, a lizard on a tree trunk, or a drop of water on the tip of a rain forest leaf.
Elements like these bring your holiday vividly back into your memory once you’re home
again. They help recapture the feeling of being there by awakening senses like smell, sound
and touch. Do take the classic postcard type of cityscapes and landscapes as well. Then, in
your presentation, the two will work well side-by-side. One gives you the big picture, the
other the details.

Q. Have you ever gotten so involved in shooting the close ups, that you forgot to step back
and capture the big scene, the “establishing shot”?
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#15 Night shots are best before dark
!
A great atmosphere shot is the cityscape at night. But waiting until it is
fully dark is not usually the best time for these shots. The sky is
completely black and the contrast with the artificial lights coming from
street lamps and windows is too great. All you get are burnt out blobs
of highlights in the scene.
It's best to capture your scene when there is still light in the sky - when it's a mid to dark
blue. Then there will be lots of detail in that street scene lit by artificial lighting. You'll get the
full variety of colours and details from the artificial light sources and there will still be detail in
the buildings lit by them. The bonus is that gorgeous blue still remaining in the sky which then
gives a nice background to your shot.

The trick to this kind of dusk photography is to head out well before you think you need to be
at your location. I would be on site a good half hour before sunset and would plan to
photograph through the 45 minutes of twilight that follow sunset.
Q. Have you ever gone out too late, like after dinner, and realised the best shot would
have been during dinner?
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My wish for you
I hope you take these 15 keep-it-light, make-it-beautiful, travel photography secrets of mine
and head out on your holiday with more confidence.
Would you like to learn more secrets about travel photography? I have heaps more and I’ve
kept them hidden for too long. Years ago in my profession, we all kept our special techniques
closely guarded. But its a new world, one of sharing and I’m happy to be part of it now.
I don’t think you need to spend the many years I did nor have many false starts in getting
your photography up to speed. Digital cameras make it a lot easier these days but that
doesn’t mean it’s a piece of cake. Like my friend Kerry, a digital camera will give you a wellexposed shot but it won’t turn it into art. Experience, practice and study will give a good
foundation for all future creative eﬀorts and will definitely improve your results.
But I don’t believe you have to learn the laws of optics in order take good pictures on your
next holiday. Maybe, like me when I was a bird watcher, you just want to start taking pictures.
That’s where I’m stepping in. With a few friendly tips.
It's my burning desire to make travel photography easier - a lot easier - and more fun, for all
of us who love the outdoors, who love to travel and discover more of our amazing world, and
who want to capture its beauty. Whether you just have a mild passing interest or a life-long
passion to create stunning works of art, I want to help you create great photos on your
travels.
If you sign up for my free newsletter, Esther Beaton’s Photo Tips, you’ll get lots of valuable
information and get more of the tips I’ve worked out over my professional career, and which
reliably deliver really, really great photos.
Have fun,
travel light,
create beauty!

14 April 2015
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